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Welcome to TWGGS digital exhibition 2022 to showcase the creativity and energy of every one of 
the GCSE Art pupils.

Each pupil has produced an in-depth, personal exploration of the theme ‘Surfaces’, focusing on the 
conceptual development behind the aesthetic visual language. Pupils have developed their 
research skills, critically investigating a diverse range of artists to discover their purpose and 
processes. Using these discoveries, pupils generated their own, individual ideas; explored a wide 
range of media and techniques; problem-solved and made creative connections before planning 
and creating dynamic and personal outcomes.
 
Despite the ongoing challenges of the past two years, pupils have shown the resilience and 
determination to realise their own individual journey. They have thoughtfully and independently 
refined their outcomes and we know how proud they are of their achievements. 

Please enjoy the following slides which include an explanation of the conceptual journey in each of 
the artists’ own words.

TWGGS Art Department



A self-portrait  inspired by the concept of illusion 
and reality through the use of surrealism; taking 
inspiration from Kusama, Brandt, The Boyle 
Family, Marden and Kapoor, this piece 
represents the elusiveness of the human mind 
and imagination, using both the flaws and 
blessings to enhance the diverse range of a 
person’s personality. Through organic shapes, 
the imagination is portrayed as intricate fluidity, 
enhanced with vibrancy of colour to intensify 
the monochrome tonality. Strips of this fluid 
pattern escaping the boundaries of its two 
dimensional home allows the viewer to 
experience the expansion into space of a 
powerful imagination. The unreadable 
expression in the main portrait of the piece, 
reflects how misleading interactions with a 
person can be, until you discover their full 
invisible potential. 



For many, the mother is a figure who overshadows childhood memories, spinning a protective 
and, at times, restrictive web around their offspring. This piece’s inspirations are firmly rooted in 
the theme of motherhood and perception of the matriarch. Heavily informed by Mark Bradford 
and Louise Bourgeois, the development of this sculpture was influenced by how both artists’ 
experiences with motherhood shaped their own artwork. Through jagged wire, clashing ridges 
and strained growths, this piece embodies the turbulent journey through the sacrifice, hostility, 
appreciation and discord that underlay a mother-daughter relationship. Organic colours such as 
red, orange, green and blue which are associated with decay, blood, and corrosion convey 
further aspects of mother-daughter relationships such as birth, kinship and the breakdown of 
relationships.



This piece is a representation of the individuality of different planets and the infiniteness of the 
universe - mostly inspired by ideas of textural surfaces, infinity, illusion and reflection. As my work 
developed, I was influenced by Phyllida Barlow and Yayoi Kusama; they inspired me to focus on 
interactions with space and the use of reflection to create an infinite universe. Barlow’s use of mixed 
media inspired my creation of 3D collages and rough rocky textures. Kusama’s use of reflective 
surfaces and the creation of the spherical objects inspired the final planet forms.



Patterns can be found within all 
living things, plants with winding 
vines and butterflies with 
mesmerising illusions displayed 
on their wings. This sculpture 
explores the contrasts of order 
and chaos, peace and mayhem, 
through patterns connected to 
nature. Although inspired greatly 
by Yayoi Kusama and her work 
with polka dots and flowers, the 
Brice Marden-inspired patterns 
immerse us in the visual 
hypnosis. The natural beauty of 
the flower is overwhelmed and 
chaotically infected with the 
marbling and its hidden patterns 
and repeated dots. This piece 
explores the turmoil we 
experience in everyday life, in 
even the most remote places. 
Despite the disruption, we can 
try to find satisfaction through 
the comforting emotions aroused 
by the routines and repeated 
patterns, which feel calming and 
familiar to us.



Having spent the last two years in a rapidly 
changing environment, both chaotic and ordered 
in equal measure, the unpredictability of the pandemic 
juxtaposed the safety of the rules and restrictions, having 
a profound effect on us all. Our lockdown worlds shrunk to the confines of 
a room, a desk and a screen. The concept for the final piece was to induce 
chaos, where the viewer would see colours, patterns and reflections all at 
once. The box, with its structured parameters, provides a deceptively calm 
and fluid exterior. Once inside, your perception is warped, experiencing 
vast amounts of distortion created by reflective surfaces, fluid linear forms, 
intrusive patterns and emotive colour. The use of circles act as portals and 
represent the constant never-ending dynamic of our changing world, 
inducing feelings of entrapment and being on a “hamster wheel”. The 
overload of the senses evoke feelings of confusion and overwhelm and yet 
provide comfort through repetition and containment.



This video piece is a reflection of 
the unity between the concepts of 
chaos and peacefulness, using 
inspiration from many artists such 
as The Boyle Family and Yayoi 
Kusama. These artists inspired 
themes such as how opposites 
need each other to be powerful. 
Techniques such as marbling and 
video editing display these ideas in 
a real and dynamic sense. The 
video is played in a marbling-like 
pattern that I have drawn in felt tip 
pens - a calming repetitive pattern 
that I used to draw when I was 
younger. This enhanced the 
impact of chaotic video, being  
encased in something familiar, 
calming and fluid.



Inspired by the nightmarish themes and figures of Max Ernst and Henry Moore, as well as the link between colour 
and emotion derived from Kandinsky’s art in response to his synaesthesia, this piece explores the anguish, 
frustration and isolation that can be faced with an incongruence of gender to one's body - emotions that are both 
internally suffered as well as burdened on a person by society and sometimes loved ones.

Bursts of colour drown the entire piece, symbolising the severity of the negative emotions which can consume a 
person. A fluorescent red paint glows over the body, an open wound which seeps into its surroundings. Wires - 
inspired by Antony Gormley - wrap and twist around the body and limbs of this figure, constricting like a snake on its 
prey; the figure is imprisoned. Textured strokes of paint line the crests of the waves encircling the figure - 
simultaneously they fill the deep troughs in between, creating a whirl of distress and agony.



A representation of the juxtaposition of the beauty of nature and life on our planet, compared to the horror and 
destruction that is slowly tearing it apart. Flames of destructive fire scorch the planet from the inside and leave 
behind dull, dead areas of decayed land where there was once vibrant colours and lush green life that reached up 
to the stars and stretched out into the horizon. The contrast between these elements and their differing effects on 
the world around us are portrayed within the piece by using impactful colours, such as vibrant blues and greens that 
represent the healthy, life-filled areas on the surface and the mundane shades of grey that highlight the decay that 
the destruction left behind. Fluid surfaces within the piece, inspired by the Boyle Family's fluid slide projection, 
dance across the planes of the planet and its core, creating the illusion of water on the surface and fire in the core, 
a clash of elements that entwine and revolve around each other, resulting in a breathtaking image.



Before the final piece was fully developed, inspiration was taken from contemporary artists that 
have common individuality and aspects that could deepen the impact of the piece. The shapes are 
inspired by Yayoi Kusama and her brightly coloured dots that infinitely fill walls, canvases and 
forms; the lines are inspired by Brice Marden and his twisting sinuous strokes that seem to go on 
forever and the wrapping techniques used are inspired by Phyllida Barlow and her giant wrapped 
fabric structures within her installations. The projections create depth and exploration that excites 
intrigue in the viewer. The viewer is engulfed in a new world where the power of nature has taken 
hold, leaving them with a lasting impression that highlights the need to make a difference in our bid 
for climate action. 



A figure inspired by divine knowledge and power 
but with a beauty which emanates from within it. 
It has been inspired by the surfaces seen within 
nature such as, the scales of a snake or the 
organic structures seen in honeycomb pieces as 
well as artists like Yayoi Kusama, Phyllida Barlow, 
and the Boyle family and the way these artists use 
natural shapes and forms. Ideas and stories from 
Greek and Roman mythology and their own views 
on beauty as well as good vs evil are also tied up 
in this work. 
Throughout the making process of my final piece, I 
used many different mediums and techniques to 
inform and inspire the final process and outcome, 
such as printing, wrapping and gilding throughout. 
I was also inspired by the Japanese art of kintsugi, 
which turns imperfection into beauty.



Using circular forms as a metaphor for infinity, due to their endless line, this piece is a multi-sensory space revealing 
how exteriors are deceiving to the chaos being experienced within one's mind. Influenced by tumour-like surfaces of 
Mark Bradford’s work, the walls are covered in dark purple infectious texture, intended to be unwelcoming, hiding the 
dramatic environment within the enclosed space. Holes in the cube create snapshots to the captivating illusion, as the 
intriguing nature heightens curiosity to explore the eruption of pattern. This dynamic interior takes main inspiration 
from Yayoi Kusama, and how she reflects her unsettling hallucinatory experiences through an obsession with 
repetitive circles and reflective expansion. Using mirrored surfaces, it questions one's perception entirely, as optical 
illusion forms, being visually bombarding. Floating structures consider themes of imprisonment, drawn from Phyllida 
Barlow’s textural installations, as constricting motions trap fragile transparent forms, suspended in time. The 
mesmerising, immersive space distorts reality in a sensory overload of light and vibrant colour.



A form that emphasises the contrast of the emotional side to 
one's personality, with the more formal and restricted 
mannerisms that are displayed through their actions and 
physical body. It presents this body acting as a vessel to carry 
the emotive, rather than an object for judgement. The 
juxtaposition between colours and textures of my piece was 
aimed to exaggerate the individuality of a person and how they 
express different emotions, while the undulating 'rope' body 
(largely inspired by Henry Moore) was used to express the 
fragility of societal needs and how in the end, these social 
requirements all meld into one another and their importance 
dissolves. By using a combination of collaging, wrapping and 
overlapping - the piece was able to be representative of the 
fragility of ‘perfection’ and how there shouldn’t be one way of 
doing things or behaving yet, in the working environment 
people are expected to conceal their true emotions in order to 
bring about the most efficient or effective version of 
themselves. The contrasting of vivid colours and opposing 
monochrome rope was used to emphasise the hopelessness 
in trying to conceal someone's individual ‘light’ as in the end it 
will break through its ‘cage’ (a human body) and  be seen by 
any observer, highlighting the importance of our emotions and 
personality in our lives.



Themes of oppression, subjugation and exploitation seem to dictate our current life by the 
means of the persecution of minorities, other individuals or groups. The idea of feeling 
forced to be concealed or covered away for your own protection against abuse is 
something that is seemingly more prominent in recent years. Whether that be through 
race, gender or class, oppression via social media or in-person is a blinding issue that 
many face.

This piece aims to highlight this evident force that people feel by displaying a distracting 
intense background with vivid colours that take the focus away from the three figures. This 
mirrors the despotism that is felt when those of a higher-power or a social advantage 
claim over others. The figures are faceless and simple to exaggerate this act of almost 
usurpation; which is a common idea similar to that of artist Antony Gormley. The painting 
captures a Boyle Family- inspired ink slide projection onto three plain clay pieces, 
overstressing the impact and effects of assertive and aggressive subjection upon certain 
groups.



When does pressure become unendurable? 
This series of charcoal drawings delve into 
the discovery of finding the boundary 
between tranquillity and discomfort. 
Amalgamating Watt’s delicate style with 
Gormley’s more eerie depiction of the 
human form, comforting fabrics embrace 
tense figures, cradling them stifled and 
strained. The fabric is fragile, despite its 
shielding role, as it too collapses under the 
weight of foreboding darkness and 
intertwining words. In spite of good 
intentions, it naturally overwhelms the body 
beneath. The pressure forces the figure to 
embrace a prenatal position and fold in on 
itself, pursuing both maternal and childlike 
roles. By allowing themselves to cushion 
their ‘inner child’, external assistance begins 
to feel non-essential and therefore rejected. 
Resultantly, the figure relies on their own 
skin to endure external damage, protecting 
what remains of their preadolescence and 
thriving ardours, from layers of oppressive 
anxiety. Clouded charcoal streaks and 
smudges cast sinister forms, as well as 
jarring graphite slashes. Looming at the 
borders, these markings fade in towards the 
figure’s centre, the ‘internal light’, 
illuminating the piece. 



An image of my family home; the boulders 
represent the vivid and bright memories captured 
in the house and vividly catch the viewers attention 
as they contrast the sepia tinted background. Parts 
of the house would be glowing brightly as at the 
time of photography a couple of the lights were 
switched on in the rooms we could go in, the 
darker parts were the rooms that were ‘off limits’. 
This represents the rooms with the most activities 
and currently the most recent memories as the 
rooms get darker the more it is stripped apart and 
rebuilt, getting rid of the physical objects and 
furniture which would have preceded many past 
memories. The wires emerge from within the 
vibrant boulders with the ends slightly faded, this 
lack of colour representing the loss of memories as 
past experiences become harder and harder to 
remember. This happens so gradually and slowly 
that you don’t even realise you have lost 
something. 
The string around the boulders convey the 
entanglement of memories in the mind, as 
memories can seem chaotic or confusing at 
times since we cannot remember everything, 
especially when we are children. I matched the 
colours to the boulders to make it feel as 
though it is leaking out from the image and 
structure. This also emphasises on how 
we can’t have perfect memory and we 
can’t help the fact that some of our 
memories will ‘leak’ out, causing us to forget 
precious memories.



An exploration and expression of the 
concept of order and chaos, through an 
overwhelming and complex 3d structure 
that includes ideas of infinity, illusion, 
layering and repetition combined with 
fluid, abstract and vibrant pattern and 
colour. Inspired by the works of 
Kandinsky, Stella, Delaunay, Matisse, 
Barlow, Kusama and Marden, this piece 
promotes response and manipulates 
perspective to create a sense of chaos 
while intruding into the space of the 
viewer through the collisions and 
combinations of unexpected geometric 
forms, and variety of colours to explore 
above and beneath the surface.



A look into the side of femininity that is so often 
overlooked; from Victorian corseture, to face fillers,  
women have been pushed and pulled to fit the mould 
society creates for them. This piece was designed to 
question a more sinister side to the female idealism and 
question if this seemingly infinite cycle of achieving 
perfection will ever end.

There are multiple layers to this piece - an exploration of 
mediums were used to bring out texture and tone. Artists 
such as Alison Watt and Antony Gormley inspired 
draping of delicate white fabric, expressing the external 
interpretation of femininity; grace, purity, and effortless 
beauty. Contradicting this with work developed in 
response to Phyllida Barlow and Rachel Whiteread to 
develop harsh, consuming stitching and sewing to pull 
the fabric in and entangle this idea of delicate beauty and 
illustrate the harsh realities of meeting expectations. 
Tones of red and black were used for the stitching, 
colours of pain and passion to mimic the strong emotions 
involved in this concept. 

The second medium used was acrylics. A single woman, 
encased in the fabric piece with a look of deep concern 
and upset. Her form is used to strike empathy and show 
an internal pain that is often concealed. Converting the 
reference photo to purple and blue hues whilst painting, 
both complemented the other colours in the piece and 
simultaneously created a beaten and bruised effect. 
This piece should be seen as a progression towards the 
recognition and understanding of the atrocities, both 
underlying and prominent, that pursue women.



The exploration of surfaces over two years has allowed the development of ideas towards identity.  
Throughout the creative journey, one can see an enchantment to channelling the visceral power of 
VantaBlack. The permanence as well as the enigmatic qualities of black made it a cardinal feature in 
presenting the idea of absorption of experiences as well as enduring marks on a person. Colour plays 
a significant role, the basics of colour and shape inspired by Matisse, alongside research about colour 
psychology allows an emotive response to prevail and be integrated throughout the artwork. 

To juxtapose VantaBlack, reflective elements are used to deepen the idea of identity by providing 
reflection onto the world around rather than concealing elements like VantaBlack. 

The deep analysis and research into many artists has allowed their inspiring ideas to become an 
influence on the final concept- identity and the complexity of human emotion. 



The thermal colour palette illustrates the radiation of 
warmth one gets from touch and connection. As the two 
hands grasp onto one another, the heat energy 
transfers between both, spreading consistently, 
connecting and creating a bond. The thermal colours’ 
fluid transition is reminiscent of The Boyle Family’s use 
of oil and ink projections which create flowing natural 
shapes within which coloured lights collide. The black 
and white hand, with its Brice Marden-inspired fluid 
linear patterns, represent the nervous system which 
sends touch impulses to the brain to develop the sense 
of movement and connection. The piece aims to entice 
the viewer into the complexity of the maze of the 
nervous system, distracted by the contrast between 
black and white and hypnotically entranced by the 
interplay of flamboyant colours. Much like in Brandt’s 
deceptive photographs, the different concave structures 
the fluid lines and shapes create, confuse the eye to 
perceive the depth and structure of the surfaces of the 
hands differently from alternative perspectives, 
overwhelming the viewer.



The concept behind the personal journey was 
elicited from initial delicate oil pastel linework, 
which contrasted with industrial, mirrored 
photography. An ‘infinity room’ reflected 
flowing trails of paint which contradicted the 
hanging serrated orbs that were inspired by 
Phyllida Barlow’s concept surrounding ‘repair 
and destruction’. Brice Marden’s fluidity and 
Yayoi Kusama’s conceptual work on ‘opening 
oneself to oneself’ developed the journey 
further. Integrating ideas inspired by Marden’s 
‘2 Red Rocks 3’ and Kusama’s ‘Narcissus 
Garden’, the concept of ‘adolescence’ arose 
as a reflective pole is engulfed in swirling 
flamboyant fabric coils that stemmed from a 
protective spiked model at the centre. This 
metaphoric and abstract interpretation of the 
evolutionary transition from the warmth and 
freedom of childhood to the inevitable 
responsibility of adulthood appears like a 
rollercoaster. The multiple elements of the 
piece overwhelm almost impulsively around 
the apprehensive and anxious central core.



A piece representing the uniqueness of 
each individual person and 
encapsulating the movement of 
breaking away and fragmentation, as 
Cornelia Parker’s ‘Cold Dark Matter’ 
does. The idea of individuality, and 
changing and growing up, is shown 
through surfaces and fluidity of the 
shapes beneath the transparent tape. 
Fluidity and ease of change is being 
challenged by the fragmentation and 
shards, hanging and encasing the main 
structure. Transparency is a common 
theme amongst the entirety of this 
structure which represents flaws and the 
inability to hide away from the things 
that make you unique and individual.



As a step into an alternate world of ornate storytelling and carefully 
placed narrative clues, this piece is a compilation of the results of 
research and analysis of the ink and resist works of Henry Moore and 
Max Ernst, whose use of frottage techniques inspired the impressionist 
recording of the surfaces of slate. These rubbings were warped into the 
forms of merfolk. Imagination is needed to interpret the surreal 
landscape: the loose curls of the kelp, the towering rock structures and 
the placement of the characters. The collaged background of kelp 
creates an effective and camouflaged environment that compliments the 
vaguely formed elegant figures. Greek mythology and strong feminine 
communities, such as the Amazons, influenced the narrative of a fight for 
recognition and a strong and capable community that encourages 
compassion and holds other values as highly as battle prowess.



Inspired by the artists Henry Moore, Antony Gormley and 
Yayoi Kusama, confinement, claustrophobia, loneliness and 
repetition have become the focal point of this piece relating to 
the never ending cycle of lockdowns and isolations throughout 
the past two years. This piece has four parts: the idea of 
infinite cycles and expression of mental illness through art with 
the use of mirrors and emotion, inspired by Yayoi Kusama; 
confinement and being trapped in a small space through the 
techniques of contour lines and tight spaces, inspired by Henry 
Moore; loneliness and solitude along with feeling trapped and 
being too independent, inspired by Antony Gormley; and the 
use of gloomy and monotonous colours reflects the individual's 
mood and thoughts while the opposing vivid and bright 
colours, illustrate the glimmers of positivity in a situation even 
when they seem nonexistent or missing. 



The theme of surfaces opened onto a vast array of differing concepts. Growing from a more superficial 
study of textures and colours, the journey evolved to consider the thoughts, processes and philosophies 
inspired by many artists such as Alison Watt, with her undulating and elegantly feminine portrayal of 
twisted and folded fabric. Henry Moore’s emotional and dark wax resists captured portraits of slumbering 
beings sheltering beneath blankets in the bunkers, whilst The Boyle Family explored the fluidity of form 
through their projections.

Drawing on these areas of intrigue through analysis, the paintings seek to convey the metaphorical notion 
of secrecy. Hidden human forms, veiled beneath shadows and delicate swirls of emotive colour, conceal 
what is beneath the surface and invite the viewer to unpick the mysterious narratives.



A psychedelic window into a distorted reality, 
uplifting the roots of mundane life and spinning it 
on its head through the exploration of contrasting 
colours and contorted 3-dimensional structures. 
This portal into a kaleidoscopic version of our 
surrounding world has fluid surfaces that expand 
into our reality, acting as a bridge for our 
normality to extend our consciousness and open 
our eyes to the peculiar and offbeat aspects of 
our world. This piece is an arrangement of six 
distorted images of dull and unvaried locations 
that have been mutated into a fluid burst of 
colour curving repetitive shapes representing a 
hallucinogenic adaptation of everyday life. 
Connecting these images are bold and striking 
structures that link the psychedelic portals via an 
array of colours in a gradient. Lifeless, 
monotonous days are of the past, accept the 
abnormal and quirky features of our reality, 
connect your realities. 



This chaotic, yet controlled emotive 
sculpture invokes a multitude of 
sensations as the viewer relates to 
the suspended figure and the feeling 
of seeking safety in a turbulent, 
disordered world.
In order to achieve this, colour has 
been a factor heavily featured in the 
sculpture’s exterior. Certain colours 
evoke different emotions related to 
ideas of a safe space disturbed by 
external forces. 
Anish Kapoor’s reflective works and 
Antony Gormley’s plaster sculptures 
were key inspirations for the nature of 
this outcome. The outer, protective 
‘bubble’ has been created with 
plaster, a fragile but structured 
medium, with the interior lined with 
foil, which reflects the coloured light 
filtering through cellophane windows, 
mimicking the impact of how our 
emotions reflect on others.



This piece addresses the theme of the human 
mind. I explored the complexity of rushing 
memories, emotions, ideas and hidden 
thoughts, from the most internal and preserved 
to the chosen traits people unveil to the outer 
reality. 
Ideas were derived from artists such as Bill 
Brandt, the Boyle family, Brice Marden and 
Henri Matisse. Their unique observations of 
fluidity helped form my recreation of what I think 
a formless human would look like. It became a 
combination of a collated structure made up of 
hands replicated in monochrome with chalk and 
charcoal, morphing into fluid, liquid and flowing 
shapes.
This piece portrays the shape of the human 
psyche, from the foundations made of a symbol 
of creativity and innovation (hands), along with 
fluid shapes, representative of the complexity 
within each of us as individuals.

detail /texture crop
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Acting as a visual interpretation of one's existence 
and later passing, this mixed media piece is full of 
detail and textures, and catches the eye with 
immediate effect. From the vivid burst of colour from 
the butterfly, to the marbled green background, the 
sections of this creation fight to obtain undivided 
attention from the viewer, yet nonetheless 
complement each other greatly. The piece is inspired 
by the theme of life and death and is boldly reflected 
through the use of colour, texture and images. The 
composition is made up of six elements: a butterfly, 
which is symbolic of the idea of death and rebirth due 
to its transformation from a caterpillar to a butterfly; a 
heart, which is the object that gives us life, and 
something we will die without; a marbled background, 
inspired by the technique of the Boyle family and is 
reflective of the patterns seen on graves at a 
cemetery, where those go to die; ivy vines, which 
have been symbolic of immortal life since ancient 
Egyptian times; a visual representation of souls, 
which is reflective of the afterlife and finally, paper 
flowers onto which are printed pictures of the heart 
design as well as white dots which are inspired by the 
work of Kusama. 
Immanently, the piece demonstrates that life and 
death come hand in hand; they are natural and 
interlink more than one could ever imagine.



Self, and the disjunction between how you perceive yourself and how others perceive you, was the 
main thematic inspiration for this piece. An immersive diptych, it directly juxtaposes exterior and interior 
selves to encourage the viewer to question what defines us. 
The collaged aspect of the piece takes inspiration from Henri Matisse’s fluid paper shapes, along with 
Brice Marden’s expressive linear forms and Henry Moore’s distorted human figures. This panel aims to 
represent the internal: the complexity and significance of our thoughts and emotions in defining who we 
are. Chiaroscuro lighting is used in the photographic part of the piece to emphasise the shadows of the 
face, contrasting with the overwhelmingly bright collaged panel facing it. Mirrored film reflects one half 
of the piece in the other, creating continuity between the two and linking to the themes of self-reflection.



The sculpture is heavily influenced by 
the fluidity of The Boyle Family 
projections as well as the rhythmic 
patterns and undulating shapes found 
within Brice Marden’s work. Yayoi 
Kusama's explorations of infinity have 
been a great inspiration with a shared 
love of circles and round forms which 
create unity and a sense of 
completeness that we all long for. 
Achieved through the use of unequal 
parts, this space-inspired final piece 
contains an asymmetrical structure. It 
has a flowing rhythm - created by the 
repetition of curved lines. The main 
focus is dominated by strong, 
contrasting colours, projecting forward 
from the more timid and pale 
complementary tones of the 
composition behind. Its coherent form 
overall creates a chaotic and 
overwhelming illusion reminiscent of 
planets which orbit the surface of our 
world within the endless depths of 
space.



Inspired by Van Herpen’s visionary creations 
influenced by natural forms which expressed delicacy 
and elegance, the sculpture resembles features of 
florals and butterflies. Using hardened fabric, the 
foundation created a firm structure upon which 
layered dyed fabric of multiple mauve-pink tones 
were embellished with intricate patterns of natural 
forms’ abstract elements. By working with fabric, the 
fluidity was accentuated through meticulous 
moulding. To add body, the fabric was manipulated to 
emphasise its fluidity and to allow its shape to 
cascade.  Through this wearable sculpture, the 
strength of fragility was explored and interpretations 
made about how individuality is sprung from our 
personal experiences. Kusama’s expression of 
unique multiplicity influenced the creation of layers, 
which each form their own aura and together 
harmoniously flow with elegance. In isolation, the 
sculpture captures the viewer in its ethereal, feminine 
and delicate presence, floating in the atmosphere it 
inhabits and exhibits a dreamlike allure.



This composition explores the relationship 
between social media and the effects of 
mental health, specifically eating disorders. 
With influences as diverse as the Boyle 
Family and Bill Brandt, new connections are 
generated from the contrast between the 
fluid chaos of the mind and the solemnity of 
the exterior. 

When faced with the unrelenting onslaught of 
a mentally ill mind, what appears timid and 
quiet on the outside, is really alarming and 
overwhelming on the inside - leaving only a 
sense of empathy and the human desire for 
change and support. As vibrant, fluid forms 
become frozen through boundaried and 
repetitive practice, the viewer is left with an 
epitaph of a sufferer of the illness.



With the use of foil and Papier 
mache for detail, this piece casts 
the effect of social anxiety to the 
viewer, creating the feeling of 
being constantly watched.
The idea for the structure was 
inspired by the works of Kusama 
and The Fauves. The different 
styles and mediums used inspired 
the piece to present different 
colours in certain ways and create 
a more surreal approach to the 
piece itself. This has formed 
together to create an 
encompassing feeling, as shown 
by the spherical shape of the 
piece, of scrutiny, judgement and 
dislike towards the viewer, as the 
contrasting colours, flesh like 
texture and piercing gaze of the 
pupils themselves invoke different 
emotions within the viewer.



A window into a surreal world of timelessness. Exploring the conflict between the past and 
future, nature and humanity, science and art. This piece shows the impact humans have had on 
the planet: bombarding it with damage, whilst simultaneously creating the culture and inventions 
that have undoubtedly made the world better. 

The piece is split into three layers. The first being a landscape using the technique of frottage, 
inspired by Richard Long and Max Ernst, and collaging to create a textural piece representing 
the unchanging past and cultural history of humankind. Over this is a projection of chaotic colour 
(made of ink and water) seeping across the page, influenced by the Boyle Family. It reveals the 
endless possibilities of science and the unknown future. Music plays with the piece, creating 
immersion and ideas of the nostalgic influence of art.

Inherently, these contrasting ideas of nature and humanity cannot be separated and, looking to 
the future, there should be balance between them.



This piece captures the contrasting perception of a person's 
emotions and physicality. Emphasising the creative nature of 
humans the juxtaposition of colour and surfaces, explore how 
everybody's physicality and brains vary but are also full of 
similarities. Colours and surfaces in this piece are harmonious 
as they submerge into one another emphasised by the use of 
mirroring along with marbling and metaphorical butterflies 
depicting freedom. At the same time, the juxtaposition of fluid 
colour and solid surfaces is used to emphasise contrast of 
people's thoughts and physically compared to others, 
enhancing the idea of individuality within all of us. The solid 
sculpted human form represents the perfections and 
imperfections within us all and shows how physically, we are 
all the same. Colour in this piece implicates the ever changing 
auras we may feel and how they are projected internally and 
externally. Yayoi Kusama's luminous patterns and infinity 
spaces, Antony Gormley's human sculptures and Anish 
Kapoor's exploration of mirroring, have helped me visualise 
my thoughts to create my own personal representation of the 
human form and mind.



The depiction of the selfishness of humanity is 
accurately portrayed through the use of surfaces in 
this piece, with inspiration taken from intriguing 
artists such Michael Brennand-Wood, The Boyle 
Family and Antony Gormley. The “Enneagram” was 
used as a starting point as it is a system which 
organises people into different categories; made so 
people could have a better understanding of 
themselves and others.The theme of illusion is 
shown throughout via the use of fishing wire, 
depicting the idea of parts of the piece floating 
around as a metaphorical barrier. This piece 
displays how people are trapped in our selfish 
world and the more you become enraptured in 
yourself the more it becomes prevalent. The 
contrasting use of 3D and 2D as well as jagged and 
softer shapes highlights how people become 
obsessed with the two dimensional and surface 
level ideas losing who they are to society.



Capturing a moment in time has been a defining factor in my conceptual journey to my final piece. Inspired by a series of photographs from a visit to the Tate, I realised the importance of 
the pattern of action in everyday life and how taking a photo is the seizing of the moment; and its transformation into a piece of art. I, as the artist, explored re-inserting movement back 
into the stillness of a photograph; taking inspiration from many artists but with two of the most predominant being Yayoi Kusama's creation of another universe and Bill Brandt's people 
photography, Styles and concepts were merged by executing a physical representation of the theory explained: creating as much motion inside a still moment as possible. With this also 
being inside a box, it was also fabricating a whole other world/dimension; one in which stillness and movement can exist at the same time.



The growing social issue of climate change has become a very prominent motivation behind my conceptual 
journey for the past two years. 

This series of three mixed-media collages forms the concluding final piece of my investigation into the 
deterioration, over time, of biodiversity as a result of climate change. The main focus of this piece was to 
clearly imply the dramatic effect global warming has, and will continue to have on the livelihood of plants 
and animals around the world; with inspiration drawn from the great sense of contrast between the works of 
both artists Henri Matisse, and Max Ernst. I aim to stimulate self-reflection for viewers of my work, bringing 
together those that are wanting to combat this problem as a response to my representation of the 
increasing damage. 

The textured tree bark, executed through the process of lino printing, and scattered exotic animals that 
become more and more scarce between collages, strengthen my work’s links to the natural environment, 
making this moral message of climate change’s detriment more distinguished.



We hope you enjoyed viewing the 2022 GCSE Art Show
Want to see more? ...You can enjoy TWGGS Art, from all year groups, throughout the year on Instagram

 @twggs_art


